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1. Introduction

Let R be the set of all real numbers, N the set of all natural numbers
No = {O}UN. Further, let COO(R) be the set of real functions having conti-
nuous derivetives of all orders.

For real sequences a=(ao' al' ...) and b=(bo' bl, ...) define the ope-
rations +, ., and /).k( .) in the usual way i.e.

a+b=(ao+bo' al +bl' .. .),

where
(k = 1, 2; . . .).

In [1] we can find the following definition: The function

x(i.)= r(x+1)
r (x + 1- A)

will be called factorial of the order A, for all values of x and A(x, AE R) for
which the gamma function exists. This definition comprises all cases if we
agree that when the gamma function is infinite (for arguments 0, - 1, - 2,.. .),

x(i.)
= lim (x + ep).

.--+0

From this definition immediatelly follow the following properties of the
function x(i.):

(i) m(n)=m(m-l).. .(m~n+l) for m>n,

(ii) m(n)
= 0 for m<n,

(iii) m(m)
= mL

In this paper we will define a transformation which maps the space
COO(R) into the set of all real sequences and we will examine some of its
propetties and the end of this paper we will apply this transformation to solve
some difference equations.
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2. Basic del"mitionand properties

Definition. A-transformation of a function f(u)EC" (R) is the sequence Af(u)=
= (am) where am is defined by

(I)

Theorem 1. The following formula is valid

(2)

where CI and Cz are arbitrary constants.

Proof. By definition we have

so that

A(CJI(U)+Czfz(u))= (CI
dm

e"fl(u)
/

)+(Cz
dm

e"fz(u)
!

)dum u=o dum u=o

= CI Afl (u) + Cz Afz (u)
which proves the theorem.

Theorem 2. If we have feu, a)EC" (R) for fixed a and if feu) has continuous
derivatives with respect to a for all uER then we have

(3) A
of(u, a)

- ~ Af(u, a).
oa oa

Proof. Since the following relation is valid

~ (eu ~ feu, a))
I

= ~ (-~ eUfeu, a))
I

oum oa u=o oum oa u=o

o om
I

=--eUf(u, a)
oa oum u=o

in accordance with the definition we can conclude that (3) holds.

Theorem 3. If Af(u) = (am)' then we have the following relations

1° Af(n) (u) = tln Af (u)

U

2° A J f(t) dt=
C~:

aj)

o
3° Auk fen) (u) =

(m(k) tln am-k)
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Proof. 10 Let us suppose that A
dkf (u)

= (b~) and k = 1. Then the fol-
duk

lowing formula

am+l=
dm+!

eUf(u)
/

=
dm (eUf(u) +eudf(U»

)/dum+! u=o dum du u=o

=
dm

eUf(u)
1

+ bm
dum u=o

is valid i.e. we have

wherefrom it follows that

which proves 10 for k = 1.
Let us suppose further that 10 is valid for n ~ k - 1, i.e. let us suppose

that

(n = 1, 2, . .., k - 1).

Since we have
dm+k

I

dm (dk

)1
am+k=-eUf(u) =- -eUf(u)

dum+k u=o dum duk u=o

by using the induction hypothesis it follows that

am+k=am+(~)~a",+'" +(k~l)~k-lam+b~.

On the other hand, since we have (see [1])

am+k=am+(~)~am+'" +(k~l)~k-lam+~kam

it follows that b~ = ~k am, i.e.

A dk~~U)= (~k am)= ~k Af(u),

which proves 10 for all n.
20 Let us write

U
s dm

f I

am= - eU f(t)dt ,
dum u=o

o
then we have

U U

a:"+I=
dm (eu f f(t)dt+eUf(u»

)1 =
dm

eUf f(t) dt
l

+
dm

eUf(u)
I

dum u=o dum u=o dum u-o
o 0

s .
=am+am, I.e.

(4)
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Since the general solution of the equation (4) is the sequence C~ll aj + c),

where C is an arbitrary constant and a~ = ao it follows that

which proves 2°.
3° Let us suppose that AUk

f(n) (u) ~ (cm)' Then, on the basis of the defi-
nition we have

(5)

Since the relation dm-I,uk
/

=k! is true only when m-i=k, and for m-i#-k
dum-. u=o

dm-I

I

-Uk =0
dum-i u=o '

from (5) it follows that

I.e.

which proves 3°.
4° On the basis of the definition it follows that

(
dm

I

) (
m

(m)
dm-j

I

dj

I
)AUk= -euuk = -e" -Uk.

dum u=o ,~i dum-j u=odui u=o

On the other hand, as we proved, the relation ~ uk
l

= k! is valid only when
du' u=o

i=k, while for i#-k we have ~uk
l

=0; we get
du' u=o

which proves 4°.
By using the well known LEIBNIZ formula the general term of the sequ-

ence Af(u) is given by

(6)

Theorem 4. If the relation Af(u)=Ag(u) is valid and if f(u) and g(u) can be
developed in Maclaurin series then there exists a neighbourhood of zero in which
the equality f(u)=g(u) is true.



I(u) am

1 C (C - constant) C

2 un men)

3 eUU (1 + a)m

4 sin au (1 + a2)m/2 sin (m arctg a)

5 cos au (1 + a2}m/2 cos (m arctg a)

6 un 1 (u) men) am-n

7 ft (u) 12 (u) i (m) ak 11n-k) (O) (where Aft (u) = (ak»).
k=O k
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Proof. Let us introduce the notation Af(u) = (a,J, Ag (u)= (bm). On the
basis of (6) for every mE No we have

(7)

The equation (7) for m = 0, 1, 2, ... implies the following system of equali-
ties f(m) (0) =

gem)(0) (m E No)'

On the basis of that fact, we can conclude that the functions f (u) and
g (u) have the same Taylor expansion, so that those functions coincide in ne-
ighbourhood of zero.

3. Table

In this part of our paper we give a table of some elementary functions and their
images by the A-transformation.

4. Some applications of the A-transformation to difference equations

In this part we will give some applications of the A-transformation in
solving some difference equations.

ExAMPLE1. By an application of the A-transformation to the equation

dny(x) dn-I y(x}
-+bl +... +bny(x)=Odxn dxn-I

(8)

where bi (i = 1, . .., n) are real constants we get the equation

(9) l:1nam +b,l:1n-1 am +... + bn am =0.

The general solution of the equation (8) is the sum of the following terms:

(nENo' p, q, rER).

By application of the A-transformation we conclude that in the solution of
terms correspond to the following terms:

(1 +r)m, (1 +p+iq)m, men)(1 +r)m-n, m(n)(1 +p+iq)m-n.

The general solution of the equation

(9) the above

(10) y"+y'-y=O
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is given by

(11)

where C, and C2 are arbitrary constants.
By the application of the A-transformation to the equation (10) and the solution (11)

it follows that the difference equation

/l2 am + /l am-am = 0
i.e.

has the general solution

where C, and C2 are arbitrary constants.

EXAMPLE2. The general solution of the equation

dny (x)
- =f(x)

dxn
(12)

is given by

(13)

x
1

J
xn-,

y(x)=- (x-t)n-'f(t)dt+Cn-,-+'" +Co.
(n-l)! (n-l)!

o

where CO,"" Cn-, are arbitrary constants.
By the application of A-transformation to the ,equation (12) and the solution (13) it

follows that the difference equation

has the solution
am = Ay (x).

By using the well known formulas:

1 .
(x + a)<l)= .L: (1 )X<k)a(i-k), (x+i)(i)=(x+ 1)[1)

k=O k

and
(-x-a)(i) = (-1)1 (x + a)[/],

where x[I)=x(x+l).. .(x+i-l), the general term of the sequence Ay(x)=(am) is given by

(14)
m-l (m-k-l)(n-,)

am = L: bk + Cn mn-, + . . . + C2 m + C,
k=O (n-l)!

/

where Cn>. . ., C, are arbitrary constants. The general solution (14) can be found in [2].

EXAMPLE3. The general solution of the equation

(15) i (-I)kkl (n )xn-ky<n-k)=O

k=O k

is given by (see [3])

(16)
n

y= L: Ckxk
k=O

where Co,..., Cn are arbitrary constans.
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By the application of the A-trransformation to the equation (15) and the solution (16)
it follows that the difference equation

has the solution

(,i Ci mCi»)
1=0

where Co, . . ., Cn are arbitrary constants.

EXAMPLE4. Any particular solution of the equation

(17)

is given by (see [4])

xy" +(at+ l-x)y' +ny~O (atER)

y (x)
= i (-I)k (n + at)xk

.
k=O n-k k!

By the application of the A-transformation to the equation (17)
cular solution (18) it follows that the difference equation

(m+at + 1) am+1-(3 m + at+ I-n) am +2 mam-l =0

has any particular solution

and the any parti-

EXAMPLE5. Any particular solution of the equation

(19) x2 y" + xy' + (x2-n2) y = 0

is given by (see [3])

(20)
00 (_1)k

(x )
n+2k

y (X)
=

k~O k! (n+k)! 2"
.

By the application of the A-transformation to the equation (19) and the particular
solution (20) it follows that the difference equation

(m2-n2) 0m-m (2 m-l) Qm-l +2 m (m-l) am-2 =0

has any particular solution
00 (-I)k

(a )- L m(n+2k)
m

-k=o2n+2kk!(n+k)!
.

Professor B. CRSTICIand Professor D. BLANUSAread the paper in ma-
nuscript and give very useful comments.
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